STONE VENEER
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI
INSTALLATION MANUAL
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH
BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER
STONE VENEER
DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT
MORTAR BED
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI INSTALLATION MANUAL
COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP.(8" O.C.)

WALL STRUCTURE

EXTERIOR SHEATHING
INSULATION - VERIFY THICKNESS -AS SPECIFIED BY ARCHITECT

PLAN VIEW - INSULATION
SCALE : NOT TO SCALE

300 Sherry Lynn Lane, Sparta, WI 54656
info@speedymason.com
www.speedymason.com

PATENT PENDING
STONE VENEER
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI
INSTALLATION MANUAL
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH
COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP. (8" O.C.)
BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER
MORTAR BED
DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT
EXTERIOR SHEATHING
WALL STRUCTURE

WALL SECTION
SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
WALL SECTION - BASE

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

- Exterior Sheathing
- Building Wrap or Moisture Resistance Barrier
- Stone Veneer
- Grout Per Casa Di Sassi Installation Manual
- Mortar Bed
- Speedymason Stone Lath
- Coated or Stainless Fasteners Typ. (8" O.C.)
- Dimpled Back for Water Management
- Non-Corrosive Flashing Fastened to System and Adhered to Foundation
- Starter Flashing Depth to Match Finish System

Foundation

2" Min. at Paving
4" Min. at Grade
FLANGED WINDOW HEAD

Disclaimer:
This detail is intended to show the installation of thin brick material on the Speedymason panel system. Verify installation details with window manufacturer for proper flashing and other installation requirements.

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
FLANGED WINDOW JAMB

TEXT:

DISCLAIMER:
THIS DETAIL IS INTENDED TO SHOW THE INSTALLATION OF THIN BRICK MATERIAL ON THE SPEEDYMASON PANEL SYSTEM. VERIFY INSTALLATION DETAILS WITH WINDOW MANUFACTURER FOR PROPER FLASHING AND OTHER INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
FLANGED WINDOW SILL

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

DISCLAIMER:
THIS DETAIL IS INTENDED TO SHOW THE INSTALLATION OF THIN BRICK MATERIAL ON THE SPEEDYMASON PANEL SYSTEM. VERIFY INSTALLATION DETAILS WITH WINDOW MANUFACTURER FOR PROPER FLASHING AND OTHER INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.
**DISCLAIMER:**
THIS DETAIL IS INTENDED TO SHOW THE INSTALLATION OF THIN BRICK MATERIAL ON THE SPEEDYMASON PANEL SYSTEM. VERIFY INSTALLATION DETAILS WITH WINDOW MANUFACTURER FOR PROPER FLASHING AND OTHER INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.

**FLUSH WINDOW HEAD**

**SCALE : NOT TO SCALE**
DISCLAIMER: THIS DETAIL IS INTENDED TO SHOW THE INSTALLATION OF THIN BRICK MATERIAL ON THE SPEEDYMASON PANEL SYSTEM. INSTALLATION DETAIL WITH OTHER INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS SHOWN IN THE SPEEDYMASON PANEL SYSTEM INSTALLATION MANUAL.
FULL WIDTH WINDOW FLASHING BY WINDOW MANUFACTURER

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH

STONE VENEER

MORTAR BED

COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP. (8" O.C.)

BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER

GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI INSTALLATION MANUAL

DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

DISCLAIMER:
THIS DETAIL IS INTENDED TO SHOW THE INSTALLATION OF THIN BRICK MATERIAL ON THE SPEEDYMASON PANEL SYSTEM. VERIFY INSTALLATION DETAILS WITH WINDOW MANUFACTURER FOR PROPER FLASHING AND OTHER INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.
INTERIOR WALL

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI
INSTALLATION MANUAL

COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS INTO WALL STRUCTURE TYP. (8" O.C.)

STONE VENEER

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH

MORTAR BED

SHEATHING

WALL STRUCTURE
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH SYSTEM

SCALE : NOT TO SCALE
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH CLOSE UP

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
HORIZONTAL CONTROL JOINT

SCALE : NOT TO SCALE

STONE VENEER

MORTAR BED

Dimpled back for water management

FLASHING FASTENED & ADHERED TO BUILDING STRUCTURE

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH

COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP. (8" O.C.)

BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER

GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI INSTALLATION MANUAL

EXTERIOR SHEATHING

WALL STRUCTURE

HORIZONTAL CONTROL JOINT

SCALE : NOT TO SCALE
VERTICAL CONTROL / EXPANSION JOINT

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

STONE VENEER

GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI INSTALLATION MANUAL

BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER

DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

STONE VENEER

VERTICAL CONTROL JOINT (SEALANT)

3/8"

MORTAR BED

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH

COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP. (8" O.C.)
STONE VENEER
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI
INSTALLATION MANUAL

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH

EXTERIOR SHEATHING

COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP.(8" O.C.)

BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER

DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

MORTAR BED

WALL STRUCTURE

SEALANT

FASTEN ROOF MEMBRANE PER ROOFING MANUFACTURERS DETAILS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1/8" PER 10' OF WALL MIN.

1" MIN.

GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI INSTALLATION MANUAL

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH

ROOF EDGE DETAIL

SCALE : NOT TO SCALE

PATENT PENDING
INSIDE CORNER

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
NOTES:
HEADLOK FASTENER 2" MIN. PENETRATION INTO STUD
16" O.C. STUD SPACING. SCREW INTO STUD AT 12" O.C.
NOTES:
HEADLOK FASTENER 2" MIN. PENETRATION INTO STUD
16" O.C. STUD SPACING. SCREW INTO STUD AT 12" O.C.
STONE VENEER
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI
INSTALLATION MANUAL
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH
EXTERIOR SHEATHING
MORTAR BED
BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER
STONE VENEER
DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT
SPEEDYMASON BRICK LATH
THIN BRICK
WATER TABLE / SILL CAP
NON-CORROSIVE FLASHING FASTENED TO SYSTEM AND ADHERED TO FOUNDATION
STARTER FLASHING DEPTH TO MATCH FINISH SYSTEM
WALL STRUCTURE
STICK LATH
BRICK LATH
FOUNDERATION
2" MIN. AT PAVING
4" MIN. AT GRADE
MATERIAL TRANSITION
SCALE : NOT TO SCALE
STONE VENEER
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI
INSTALLATION MANUAL

SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH
EXTERIOR SHEATHING
MORTAR BED
GROUT PER CASA DI SASSI INSTALLATION MANUAL
BUILDING WRAP OR MOISTURE RESISTANCE BARRIER

STONE VENEER
DIMPLED BACK FOR WATER MANAGEMENT
SPEEDYMASON STONE LATH
COATED OR STAINLESS FASTENERS TYP.(8” O.C.)
NON-CORROSIVE FLASHING FASTENED TO SYSTEM AND ADHERED TO FOUNDATION
STARTER FLASHING DEPTH TO MATCH FINISH SYSTEM

WALL STRUCTURE

WATER TABLE / SILL CAP

FOUNDATION

2” MIN. AT PAVING
4” MIN. AT GRADE

MATERIAL TRANSITION
SCALE : NOT TO SCALE

PATENT PENDING